Land Development Committee Minutes
December 30, 2015
Attendees: Bill Doering (Committee Member), Natalie Wolf (Committee Member), Scot
Lahrmer, Wes Brown, Rich Wallace, Peg Conway, Ed Hattenbach, Mike Gressel, Elida Kamine,
Louis Katz, Larry Horwitz, Frank Davis, and Tom Muething (Committee Chair).
The meeting was called to order at 4:30 p.m. The minutes from the meeting of December 22,
2015 were reviewed and approved.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the four proposals related to the possible development
of Amberley Green and the responses received from the four groups to the questions that were
submitted to each group and then to determine whether the committee was ready to recommend
to council a way forward. Scot Lahrmer distributed the written responses that were received from
each group (copies attached to the minutes) and then reviewed the oral response from Amberley
Development Partners. The response from Amberley Development Partners was received in a
meeting with Fred Mayerson, Michael Schuster and John Volbracht from Amberley
Development Parners and Scot Lahrmer and Tom Muething. The document that is attached to
these minutes is based on the notes of Scot Lahrmer and Tom Muething from that meeting. All
of the responses were then discussed.
Bill Doering then summarized his thoughts and the key points were:
•

•

•
•

The Great Traditions group seems to have the best experience in a development like
Amberley Green and they seem to have a good vision for the property. Although they do
not currently see a lot of commercial prospects for the property, Bradicorp as part of their
group is well positioned and has the right experience to identify prospects.
The DOV Limited group envisions independent and assisted senior living facilities as
part of the development. Not sure that this is the right property for these type of facilities
and although this would create some earnings base for Amberley, it would not amount to
much.
The Project Planning Group has some good experience in this team but not sure that they
have delivered on anything close to this project.
The presentation by Amberley Development Partners was the weakest of the
presentations and have not heard enough to overcome this shortcoming.

Natalie Wolf then summarized her thoughts as follows:
•

•
•
•

•

All of the groups presented some good ideas for the development and any of the teams
could do a good job on the project. It is a very difficult choice and in the end it will
require judgment and gut feel as to which group is the best answer.
The Project Planning Consultants approach seems to be more of a consulting approach in
developing the plan and am not certain that this approach is best.
The Great Traditions plan has very dense housing and seems to be driven towards
maximizing the number of housing units.
Given the nature of this project and its challenges, there seems to be a lot of advantages
to having residents involved in the selected development group. The DOV group and
Amberley Development Partners have residents in their teams so one of these groups is
the preferred group.
With respect to the Amberley Development Partners approach, Mrs. Wolf felt that she
needed some additional information so met with Fred Mayerson to get a better
understanding. As a result of this, now have a much better understanding of the approach
and vision for the property and believe that their approach is best for the project. Their
seems to be a real desire and passion to create something for all of the Amberley
residents and a project that will truly be different and unique.

Tom Muething then summarized his thoughts:
•

•

•

•

•

The Project Planning Consultants group have some excellent skills and experience that
could be valuable to Amberley Village in the future on the project but they do not seem
to be the right group to lead the development.
Great Traditions are obviously very experienced but they seem to view this as primarily a
residential development and other aspects are secondary. This is not what residents
identified for the property when the long range plan was developed.
The senior living aspect in the DOV proposal was not identified as a desired aspect for
the development in the long range plan. This may be something that is right for the
property down the road but not sure that this should be a primary focus at the beginning.
The three most important factors in making the decision are Degree of alignment between
developer and Amberley Village, the creativity of the group and the flexibility of the
group to respond to changes along the way.
Believe that Amberley Development Partners are the best group for the project followed
by the DOV group.

Natalie Wolf then made a motion to recommend to council that the Village Manager be
authorized to enter into discussions with Amberley Development Partners that would hopefully
lead to a development agreement. This was seconded by Tom Muething and was approved by a
two to one vote (Mr. Doering voting no).

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

Tom Muething

